
Zoo Photo Scavenger Hunt – Clues

I live where it's cold,

I have white hair, 

I swim and eat fish,

I'm a ______  ______

I'm the king of the jungle,

And there's no denyin',

That I have a big mane, 

Because I'm a _______

We're tall and we're skinny,

We make people laugh, 

Our necks are long, 

We are ___________

I'm gray and I'm fluffy, 

And when I'm a mama, 

I keep my babies in a pouch, 

'Cause I'm a _________

I'm black and I'm strong, 

I don't smell like vanilla.

Don't call me a monkey,

'Cause I'm a _________



I'm gray and I'm wrinkly,

I'm size jumbo,

I have just one horn,

I am a __________

I jump and I hop, 

I'm gray and furry,

I have a long tail,

I'm a _________

I'm orange and stripy, 

My eyes glow with anger,

I've got claws, and big fangs,

I am a _______

I'm tiny and white,

I love to get wet, 

My mommy's a swan,

I'm a __________

I'm yellow and spotty,

In a race, I'm the leader,

I live in Africa,

They call me a _______

I'm tiny and blue,

I live on a log

Inside the rain forest-

I'm a _____   _____

I live in Africa,

I'm not a mole rat,

I like to dig holes,

I'm a __________



I live in Madagascar,

I hiss and I spat,

I've got a long tail,

I'm a _____   _____

I'm brightly colored,

I chirp and I tweet,

I like sugar water,

I'm a _________



Zoo Photo Scavenger Hunt – Answers

I live where it's cold,

I have white hair, 

I swim and eat fish,

I'm a (Polar Bear).

I'm the king of the jungle,

And there's no denyin',

That I have a big mane, 

Because I'm a (Lion).

We're tall and we're skinny,

We make people laugh, 

Our necks are long, 

We are (Giraffes).

I'm gray and I'm fluffy, 

And when I'm a mama, 

I keep my babies in a pouch, 

'Cause I'm a (Koala).

I'm black and I'm strong, 

I don't smell like vanilla.

Don't call me a monkey,

'Cause I'm a (Gorilla).



I'm gray and I'm wrinkly,

I'm size jumbo,

I have just one horn,

I am a (Rhino).

I jump and I hop, 

I'm gray and furry,

I have a long tail,

I'm a (Wallaby).

I'm orange and stripy, 

My eyes glow with anger,

I've got claws, and big fangs,

I am a (Tiger).

I'm tiny and white,

I love to get wet, 

My mommy's a swan,

I'm a (Cygnet).

I'm yellow and spotty,

In a race, I'm the leader,

I live in Africa,

They call me a (Cheetah).

I'm tiny and blue,

I live on a log

Inside the rain forest-

I'm a (Dart Frog).

I live in Africa,

I'm not a mole rat,

I like to dig holes,

I'm a (Meerkat).



I live in Madagascar,

I hiss and I spat,

I've got a long tail,

I'm a (Fossa Cat).

I'm brightly colored,

I chirp and I tweet,

I like sugar water,

I'm a (Lorikeet).


